You will need:
1 x 260
2 x 160
1 x 360 scrap
or
1 x 5” round

Inflate the 260 balloon leaving
a 4” tip. Make four 4” bubbles
and wrap the lip knot into the
last bubble to form part of the
body.
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Make another two 4” bubbles
followed by a 1” pinch twist.
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Make another two 4” bubbles.
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Twist the 4” bubbles into the starting
point as shown. The bubble marked with the
10
number 10 will be used later to make the rear end.

Fully inflate two 160 balloons.
Release a little air from the
balloons and tie them off. Split
each balloon in half to make
four equal lengths of balloon.
These will be the legs.

Hold the 160 leg balloons across
one set of four bubbles and fold
the other set of four bubbles
over them.

Use the pinch twist to hold the
two sets of bubbles together by
bringing it over the opposite set
of bubbles and back up again.
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Make a 3” bubble in the remaining
260 bubble (bubble 10). Then squeeze
the balloon just past the 3” bubble and
twist the balloon into the start point as
you would with a loop. This will make
the 3” bubble bow down to form the
spider’s rear end.
Extend the remaining bubble across the
bottom of the body and wrap it into the
pinch twist. Remove any remaining length
of balloon.

This is how the spider
should look from the
top view.

Inflate the 5” round balloon.
Keep it very soft.
Squeeze the air up to the lip and
make a 1½” bubble at the lip end.

Wrap the red 1½” bubble into
the black pinch twist.

Make a small bubble at the other end
of the 5” round balloon and wrap it
into the black rear end bubble.
If you don’t have a 5” round this model
looks fine using a 360 scrap instead.

Divide the red bubble at the front
of the spider into three bubbles to
form the eyes. If it is too tight just
have two eyes instead.

Bend the legs.

These spiders are made
using a 360 scrap in the
middle instead of a 5” round.

